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Abstract. We analyzed changes in surface relative humidity (RH) at the global scale 15
from 1979 to 2014 using both observations and ERA-Interim dataset. We compared the 16
variability and trends of RH with those of land evapotranspiration and ocean 17
evaporation in moisture source areas across a range of selected regions worldwide. The 18
sources of moisture for each particular region were identified by integrating different 19
observational data and model outputs into a lagrangian approach. The aim was to 20
account for the possible role of changes in air temperature over land, in comparison to 21
sea surface temperature (SST), but also the role of land evapotranspiration and the 22
ocean evaporation on RH variability. The results demonstrate that the patterns of the 23
observed trends in RH at the global scale cannot be linked to a particular individual 24
physical mechanism. Our results also stress that the different hypotheses that may 25
explain the decrease in RH under a global warming scenario could act together to 26
explain recent RH trends. Albeit with the uncertainty in establishing a direct causality 27
between RH trends and the different empirical moisture sources, we found that the 28
observed decrease in RH in some regions (e.g.) can be linked to lower water supply 29
from land evapotranspiration. In contrast, the empirical relationships also suggest that 30
RH trends in other target regions (e.g.) are mainly explained by the dynamic and 31
thermodynamic mechanisms related to the moisture supply from the oceanic source 32
regions. Overall, while this work gives insights oninto the connection ofconnections 33
between RH trends withand oceanic and continental processes at the global scale, 34
further investigation is still desired to assess the contribution of both dynamic and 35
thermodynamic factors to the evolution of RH over continental regions at more-detailed 36
spatial scales is desired.. .37
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41

1. Introduction 42

Relative Humidity (RH) is a key meteorological parameter that determines the 43

aerodynamic component of the atmospheric evaporative demand (AED) (Wang and 44

Dickinson, 2012; McVicar et al., 2012a). As such, changes in RH may impact 45

significantly the evolution of the AED (Vicente-Serrano et al., 2014a), with particular 46

implications for the intensity of the hydrological cycle (Sherwood, 2010), climate 47

aridity (Sherwood and Fu, 2014) as well as severity of drought events (Rebetez et al., 48

2006; Marengo et al., 2008). 49

In a changing climate, temperature rise, as suggested by different climate scenarios, 50

may impact the atmospheric humidity. According to the Classius-Clapeyron (CC) 51

relationship, a temperature rise of 1 ºC is sufficient to increase the equilibrium amount 52

of water vapor of the air by roughly 7%. Given the unlimited water availability in the 53

oceans as well as the projected temperature rise, water vapor content is expected to 54

increase, at least in the oceanic areas, in order to maintain RH constant in the future. 55

Particularly, there is empirical evidence on the increase in the water vapor content at 56

both the surface and upper tropospheric levels (Trenberth et al., 2005). In this context, 57

numerous studies have supported the constant RH scenario under global warming 58

conditions (e.g. Dai, 2006; Lorenz and Deweaver 2007; Willett et al., 2008; McCarthy 59

et al., 2009; Ferraro et al., 2015). In contrast, other studies supported the non-stationary 60

behavior of RH, not only in continental areas located far from oceanic humidity (e.g. 61

Pierce et al., 2013), but also in humid regions (e.g. Van Wijngaarden and Vincent, 62

2004). Assuming the stationary behavior of RH, the influence of RH on AED may  be 63

constrained, given that any possible change in AED would be mostly determined by 64

changes in other aerodynamic variables (e.g. air temperature and wind speed) (McVicar 65
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et al., 2012a and b) or by changes in cloudiness and solar radiation (Roderick and 66

Farquhar, 2002; Fan and Thomas, 2013). However, a range of studies have supported 67

the non-stationary behavior of RH under global warming, giving insights on significant 68

changes in RH over the past decades. A representative example is Simmons et al. 69

(2010) who compared gridded observational and reanalysis RH data, suggesting a clear 70

dominant negative trend in RH over the Northern Hemisphere since 2000. Also, based 71

on a newly developed homogeneous gridded database that employed the most available 72

stations from the telecommunication system of the WMO, Willett et al. (2014) found 73

significant negative changes in RH, with strong spatial variability, at the global scale. 74

This global pattern was also confirmed at the regional scale, but with different signs of 75

change, including both negative (e.g. Vincent et al., 2007; Vicente-Serrano eet al., 76

2014b; 2016; Zongxing et al., 2014) and positive trends (e.g. Shenbin, 2006; Jhajharia 77

et al., 2009; Hosseinzadeh Talaee et al., 2012).  78

There are different hypotheses that explain the non-stationary evolution of RH under 79

global warming conditions. One of these hypotheses is related to the slower warming of 80

oceans in comparison to continental areas (Lambert and Chiang, 2007; Joshi et al., 81

2008). In particular, specific humidity of air advected from oceans to continents 82

increases more slowly than saturation specific humidity increases over land (Rowell and 83

Jones 2006; Fasullo 2010). This would decrease RH over continental areas, inducing an 84

increase in AED and aridity conditions (Sherwood and Fu, 2014). Some studies 85

employed global climate models (GCMs) to support this hypothesis under future 86

warming conditions (e.g. Joshi et al., 2008; O’Gorman and Muller, 2010; Byrne and 87

O’Gorman, 2013). However, empirical studies that support this hypothesis using 88

observational data are unavailable. Moreover, the observed decrease in RH over some 89
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coastal areas, which are adjacent to their sources of moisture, adds further uncertainty to 90

this hypothesis (Vicente-Serrano et al., 2014b and 2016; Willet et al., 2014). 91

Another hypothesis to explain the non-stationary evolution of RH is associated with 92

land-atmosphere feedback processes. Different studies indicated that atmospheric 93

moisture and precipitation are strongly linked to moisture recycling in different regions 94

of the world (e.g. Rodell et al., 2015). Thus, evapotranspiration may contribute largely 95

to water vapor content and precipitation over land (Stohl and James, 2005; Bosilovich 96

and Chern, 2006; Trenberth et al., 2007; Dirmeyer et al., 2009; van der Ent et al., 2010). 97

Land-atmospheric feedbacks may also have marked influence on atmospheric humidity 98

(Seneviratne et al., 2006); given that soil drying can suppress evapotranspiration, reduce 99

RH and thus reinforce AED. All these processes would again reinforce soil drying 100

(Seneviratne et al., 2002; Berg et al., 2016).  101

Indeed, it is very difficult to determine which hypothesis can provide an understanding 102

of the observed RH trends at the global scale. Probably, the two hypotheses combined 103

together can be responsible for the observed RH trends in some regions of the world 104

(Rowell and Jones, 2006). In addition to the aforementioned hypotheses, some dynamic 105

forces, which are associated with atmospheric circulation processes, can explain the 106

non-stationary behavior or RH worldwide (e.g. Goessling and Reick, 2011). However, 107

defining the relative importance of these physical processes in different world regions is 108

quite challenging (Zhang et al., 2013; Laua and Kim, 2015).  109

The objective of this study is to compare the recent variability and trends of RH with 110

changes in the two types of fluxes that affect RH: i) vertical fluxes that were assessed 111

using land evapotranspiration and precipitation and ii) advection that was quantified 112

using oceanic evaporation from moisture source areas. The novelty of this work stems 113

from the notion that although different studies have already employed GCM’s and 114
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different scenarios to explain the possible mechanisms behind RH changes under 115

warming conditions, we introduce a new empirical approach that employs different 116

observational data sets, reanalysis fields and a lagrangian-based approach, not only for 117

identifying the continental and oceanic moisture areas for different target regions, but 118

also for exploring the relevance of the existing hypothesis to assess the magnitude, sign 119

and spatial patterns of RH trends in the past decades at the global scale.  120

121

2. Data and methods 122

2.1. Dataset description 123

2.1.1. Observational RH dataset 124

We employed the monthly RH HadISDH dataset, available through 125

http://www.metoffice.gov.uk/hadobs/hadisdh (Willet et al., 2014). /. This dataset 126

represents the most complete and accurate global dataset for RH, including 127

observational data from a wide range of stations worldwide (Willet et al., We 128

selected2014). Given that HadISDH includes some series with data gaps; our decision 129

was to choose only those series with no more than 20% of missing values over the 130

period 1979-2014. In order to fill these gaps, we created a standardized regional series 131

for each station using the most correlated series with each target series. While this 132

procedure maintains the temporal variance of the original data, it provides a low biased 133

estimation of the missing values. In order to avoid biases, mostly originated from 134

differences in the distribution parameters (mean and variance) between the candidate 135

and the objective data series, a bias correction was applied to the candidate data. Thus, 136

normal distribution was used for bias correction of RH. The data of the candidate series 137

were re-scaled to match the statistical distribution of the observed series to be filled, 138

based on the overlapping period between them. Overall, a final dataset of 3462 139
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complete stations spanning different regions worldwide and covering the period 1979-140

2014 was employed in this work.  141

142

2.1.2. Reanalysis RH dataset 143

Daily data of dewpointdew point (Td), air temperature (T) and surface pressure (Pmst) at 144

a spatial interval of 0.5º was obtained from the ERA-Interim, covering the period 1979-145

2014 (http://www.ecmwf.int/en/research/climate-reanalysis/era-interim) (Dee et al., 146

2011). To calculate RH, we followed the formulation used by Willett et al. (2014) for 147

the HadISDH RH dataset. The reason for this is to make better comparisons between 148

RH obtained from observations in the HadISDH and those derived from the ERA-149

Interim dataset. Based on the selected variables, we calculated the daily RH following 150

Buck (1981): 151

                     (1) 152

where e is the actual vapor pressure in hPa and es is the saturated vapor pressure in hPa. 153

As a function of the wet bulb air temperature (Tw) in ºC, e is estimated following two 154

different equations with respect to water/ice. If Tw is above 0ºC, e is calculated as : 155

                                  (2) 156

Wherewhere Td is the dew point temperature in ºC 157

If Tw is below 0ºC, e it is calculated as: 158

                                    (3) 159

where 160
                                     (4)161

                                   (5) 162

Wherewhere Pmst is the pressure at the height level. 163

Tw is obtained according to Jensen et al. (1990): 164
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                                                                             (6), where) 165

where166

                                                                 (7) 167

                                                                          (8) 168

and T is the 2 meters air temperature in ºC 169

es is obtained by substituting Td by T . 170

171

2.1.3. Land precipitation and land air temperature 172

We employed the gridded land precipitation and surface air temperature data (TS 173

v.3.23), provided by the Climate Research Unit (CRU; UK), at a 0.5º spatial interval for 174

the period 1979-2014 (Harris et al., 2014).2014). This product was developed using a 175

relatively high number of observational sites, which guarantees a robust representation 176

of climatic conditions across worldwide regions. Importantly, this product has been 177

carefully tested for potential data inhomogenities as well as anomalous data.178

179

2.1.4. Sea Surface Temperature (SST) 180

We used the monthly SST data (HadSST3), compiled by the Hadley Centre for the 181

common period 1979-2014 (http://www.metoffice.gov.uk/hadobs/hadsst3/). This dataset 182

is provided at a 0.5º grid interval (Kennedy et al., 2011a and b). 183

184

2.1.5. Ocean evaporation and continental evapotranspiration data 185

To quantify the temporal variability and trends of land evapotranspiration and oceanic 186

evaporation, we employed two different datasets. First, the oceanic evaporation was 187

quantified using the Objectively Analyzed air-sea Fluxes (OAFLUX) product (Yu et al., 188

2008) from 1979 to 2014, which was used to analyze recent variability and changes in 189

http://www.metoffice.gov.uk/hadobs/hadsst3/
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evaporation from global oceans (Yu, 2007). To account for land evapotranspiration, we 190

employed the Global Land Evaporation Amsterdam Model (GLEAM) (Version 3.0a) 191

(http://www.gleam.eu/) (Miralles et al., 2011) from 1980 to 2014. This data set has been 192

widely validated using in situ measurements of surface soil moisture and evaporation 193

across the globe (Martens et al., 2016). 194

195

2.2. Methods 196

2.2.1. Relative Humidity (RH) trends 197

We assessed the seasonal (boreal cold season: October-March; boreal warm season: 198

April-September) and annual trends of RH for 1979-2014 using two different global 199

datasets (HadISDH and ERA-Interim). To quantify the magnitude of change in RH, we 200

used a linear regression analysis between the series of time (independent variable) and 201

RH series (dependent variable). The slope of the regression indicates the amount of 202

change (per year), with higher slope values indicating greater changes. To assess the 203

statistical significance of the detectable changes, we applied the nonparametric Mann–204

Kendall statistic, which measures the degree to which a trend is consistently increasing 205

or decreasing (Zhang et al., 2001). To) to account for any possible influence of serial 206

autocorrelation on the robustness of the defined trends, we applied the modified Mann–207

Kendall trend test, which returns the corrected p-values after accounting for temporal 208

pseudoreplication in RH series (Hamed and Rao, 1998; Yue and Wang, 2004). The 209

statistical significance of the trend was tested at the 95% confidence level (p<0.05). 210

Following the trend analysis results, we selected those regions that showed a high 211

agreement between HadISDH and ERA-Interim datasets in terms of the sign and 212

magnitude of RH changes. Nevertheless, we also extended our selection to some other 213

regions, with low station density in the HadISDH dataset. This decision was simply 214

motivated by the consistent changes found over these regions, as suggested by the ERA-215

http://www.gleam.eu/
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Interim dataset. For all the defined regions, we identified the oceanic and continental 216

moisture sources by means of the FLEXPART lagrangian model.  217

218

2.2.2. Identification of continental and oceanic moisture sources 219

We used the FLEXPART V9.0 particle dispersion model fed with the ERA-Interim 220

reanalysis data. According to this model, the atmosphere is divided homogeneously into 221

three-dimensional finite elements (hereafter “particles”); each represents a fraction of 222

the total atmospheric mass (Stohl and James, 2004). These particles may be advected 223

backward or forward in time using three-dimensional wind taken from the ERA-Interim 224

data every time step, with superimposed stochastic turbulent and convective motions. 225

The rates of increase (e) and decrease (p) of moisture (e-p) along the trajectory of each 226

particle were calculated via changes in the specific moisturehumidity (q) with time (e-p 227

= mdq/dt), where m is the mass of the particle. Similar to the wind field, q is also taken 228

from the meteorological data. FLEXPART allows identifying the particles affecting a 229

particular region using information about the trajectories of these selected particles. A 230

description of this methodology is detailed in Stohl and James (2004). 231

The FLEXPART dataset used in this study was provided by a global experiment in 232

which the entire global atmosphere was divided into approximately 2.0 million 233

“particles”. The tracks were computed using the ERA-Interim reanalysis data at 6 h 234

intervals, at a 1º horizontal resolution and at a vertical resolution of 60 levels from 0.1 235

to 1000 hPa. For each particular target region, all the particles were tracked backward in 236

time, and its position and specific humidity (q) were recorded every 6 h. With this 237

methodology, the evaporative sources and sink regions for the particles reaching the 238

target region can be identified. All areas where the particles gained humidity (E -P > 0) 239

Con formato: Espacio Después:  0
pto, Interlineado:  Doble
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along their trajectories towards the target region can be considered as “sources of 240

moisture”. In contrast, all areas with lost humidity (E -P < 0) are considered as “sinks”.  241

A typical period used to track the particles backward in time is 10 days that is the 242

average residence time of water vapor in the global atmosphere (Numaguti, 1999). 243

However, weWe followed the methodology of Miralles et al (2016), where an optimal 244

lifetime of vapor in the atmosphere was calculated to reproduce the sources of moisture. 245

As such, three steps were carried out in this order: i) all the particles that leave each 246

target region were tracked back during 15 days and the “initial sources” at annual scale 247

were defined as those areas with positive (E-P) values, ii) from these “initial sources”, 248

all the particles were forward tracked during 1 to 15 days individually, and (E-P)<0 was 249

calculated for these lifetime periods to estimate the precipitation contribution over the 250

target region, iii) the optimal lifetime selected for each region was chosen according to 251

the minimum absolute difference between the FLEXPART simulated precipitation and 252

the CRU TS v.3.23 for each region, iv) and finally the backward tracking was 253

recalculated during these optimal lifetimes. 254

We and we defined the climatological spatial extent of each source region 255

corresponding to a particular target region by applying a 95th percentile criterion 256

computed for the annual and seasonal (boreal summer and winter) positive (E-P) field 257

(Vazquez et al., 2016).  Then, for each year of the period, we estimated the total 258

moisture supply from each source region.259

Also from FLEXPART simulations, we obtained the fractions of moisture from the 260

continental and oceanic sources annually and for each cold and warm season. The 261

purpose was to compare with the results obtained on the role of the land 262

evapotranspiration and ocean evaporation of RH variability and trends.   263

264
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2.2.3. Relationship between RH and the selected land/oceanic climate variables 265

Based on defining the spatial extent of each moisture source region, we calculated 266

annual, warm and cold season regional series for ocean evaporation and land 267

evapotranspiration using the OAFLUX and GLEAM datasets, respectively. The 268

regional series of ocean evaporation and land evapotranspiration were created using a 269

weighted average based on the seasonal/annual fields of (E-P)>0 (Section 2.2.2).. This 270

approach allows creating a time series that better represents the interannual variability 271

of ocean evaporation and land evapotranspiration in the source(s) of moisture for each 272

defined region. Following the same approach, we also calculated the regional series of 273

SST corresponding to each oceanic moisture source region. Likewise, we calculated the 274

regional series of land precipitation and air temperature for each target region using 275

CRU TS v.3.23 dataset, and the ratio between air temperature in the target region and 276

SST in the source region. 277

For each target region, we related the regional series of seasonal and annual RH to the 278

corresponding regional times series of all aforementioned climatic variables. However, 279

to limit the possible influence of the trends presented in the data itself on the computed 280

correlations, we de-trended the series of the climate variables prior to calculating the 281

correlation. We also assessed changes in the regional series of the different variables; 282

their statistical significance was tested by means of the modified Mann-Kendall test at 283

the 95% level. For each target region, we summarized the results of the magnitude of 284

change in RH as well as other investigated variables at the seasonal and annual scales. 285

However, to facilitate the comparison among the different variables and the target 286

regions worldwide, we transformed the amount of change of each variable to 287

percentages.  288
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Finally, we also computed the association between RH and land evapotranspiration at 289

the annual and seasonal scales using the available gridded evapotranspiration series. 290

While a pixel-to-pixel comparison does not produce a reliable assessment of the 291

possible contribution of land evapotranspiration to RH changes, given that the source of 292

moisture can apparently be far from the target region, we still believe that this 293

association can give insights on the possible relationship between land 294

evapotranspiration on RH changes.  295

296

3. Results 297

3.1. Trends in Relative Humidity  298

Figure 1 shows the average seasonal and annual RH and the Vertically Integrated 299

Moisture Flux (VIMF), which can be used to estimate regionsThere are regional 300

differences where the precipitation dominates (negative values) over the evaporation 301

(positive values), from the ERA-Interim dataset (Suppl. Fig. 1). Fig. . RH shows higher 302

average values over equatorial regions, Southeast Asia and the North Eurasia region. 303

The lower values are recorded over tropical regions, mainly in the North Hemisphere. 304

Spatial differences between the cold and warm seasons are very low. The annual pattern 305

of the VIFM over continents shows that precipitation exceeds evaporation over the 306

Intertropical Convergence Zone, Southeast Asia and the islands between the Pacific and 307

Indian Oceans (Maritime continent), a great part of South America, Central America, 308

Central Africa, and northward to 40ºN in the Northern Hemisphere. Evaporation is 309

higher than precipitation over the main area of Australia, the Pacific coast of North 310

America, Northeast Brazil, areas around the Mediterranean Sea, eastern coast of Africa 311

and southwest Asia. Seasonally it is evident the poleward movement of the ITCZ during 312

the hemispheric summer, and the change of the pattern over North America and 313

Eurasian continent. 314
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Figure 21 summarizes the magnitude of change in RH for the boreal cold and warm 315

seasons and at the annual scale, calculated using the annual and seasonal (boreal 316

summer and winter) for the period between 1979 and 2014. For HadISDH, it is noted 317

that the available RH stations is unevenly distributed over the globe, with higher density 318

in the mid-latitudes of the Northern Hemisphere. Nevertheless, the available stations 319

show coherent and homogeneous spatial patterns of RH changes (Supplementary Figure 320

1). In the boreal cold season, the most marked decrease was observed in the Southwest 321

and areas of Northeast North America, central Argentina, the Fertile Crescent region in 322

western Asia, Kazakhstan, as well as in the eastern China and the Korea Peninsula. On 323

the other hand, the dominant RH increase was recorded in larger areas, including most 324

of Canada (mostly in the Labrador Peninsula), and large areas of North and central 325

Europe and India. While the density of complete and homogeneous RH series is low, 326

we found a dominant positive trend across the western Sahel and South Africa.Suppl. 327

Fig. 2). The ERA-Interim dataset showed magnitudes of change close to those 328

suggested by HadISDH. In addition, the ERA-Interim also provides information on RH 329

changes in regions with low density of RH observations (e.g. EastEastern Amazonia, 330

eastEastern Sahel and Iran), suggesting a dominant RH decrease across these regions.331

For the boreal warm season, a clear tendency towards a reduction in RH was observed 332

in vast regions of the world, including (mostly the Iberian Peninsula, France, Italy, 333

Turkey and MorrocoMorocco), Eastern Europe, and western part of Russia. Based on 334

the available stations across central Asia, we also found a general reduction of RH; a 335

similar pattern was also observed in East Asia, including Mongolia, east China, north 336

Indonesia, South Japan and Korea. This reduction was also noted South America, with a 337

general homogeneous pattern over Peru, Bolivia and a strong decrease over central 338

Argentina. On the other hand, the positive evolution of RH observed during the cold 339
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season across Canada and Scandinavia was reinforced during the boreal warm season. 340

In the Western Sahel and India, we found an upward trend of RH. The ERA-Interim 341

also revealed a strong RH decrease over the whole Amazonian region and the West 342

Sahel, while a marked increase dominated over the Andean region between Colombia, 343

Ecuador and North Peru. In Australia, the spatial patterns were more complex than 344

those obtained using the available observatories.Western Sahel. A wide range of these 345

regions exhibited statistically significant trends from 1979 to 2014 (Suppl. Fig. 3). 346

The HadISDH dataset suggests a general decrease of RH over Southwest North 347

America, Argentina, central Asia, Turkey, Mongolia and China, with a particular 348

reduction over the Eastern Sahel, Iran, Mongolia and the eastern Asia. On the other 349

hand, a dominant positive trend was observed across Canada, areas of North Southern 350

America, the Western Sahel, South Africa (Namibia and Botswana), some areas of 351

Kenia, India and the majority of Australia. A wide range of these regions exhibited 352

statistically significant trends from 1979 to 2014. (Supplementary Figure 2). A 353

statistically significant negative trend was observed at the seasonal and annual scales, 354

not only in most of Southern America and Northern America, but in large regions of 355

Africa, South Europe, central and East Asia as well. On the other hand, areas of 356

complex topography in the Northern Hemisphere, Australia, India, Northern South 357

America and Africa showed positive trends. 358

Albeit with these complex spatial patterns of RH changes, there is a global dominant 359

negative trend (Figure 3Fig. 2). This pattern was observed using both the HadISDH and 360

the ERA-Interim datasets, although there is marked spatial bias in data availability of 361

the HadISDH. Figure 4 illustrates the relationshipThe relationships between the 362

magnitudes of change in RH, as suggested by the HadISDH dataset versus the ERA-363

Interim dataset. At the seasonal and annual scales, there is, show a relatively high 364
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correlation (mostly above 0.55). Given this high consistency between the HadISDH and 365

the ERA-Interim datasets in terms of both the magnitude and sign of change in RH 366

(Figures 2 and 3) and also in the interannual variations (Supplementary Figures 3 367

andSuppl. Fig.s 4 to 6), we decided to restrict our subsequent analysis to the ERA-368

Interim dataset, recalling its denser global coverage compared to the HadISDH. 369

As RH is mostly dependent on changes in specific humidity (q), there is a dominant 370

high correlation between the interannual variability of RH and q (Supplementary Figure 371

5).Suppl. Fig. 7). In accordance, the magnitude of observed change in these two 372

variables showed a strong agreement for 1979-2014. Figure 5Fig. 3 summarizes the 373

magnitude of change in specific humidity (q) as well as changes in specific humidity 374

necessary to maintain RH constant as recorded in 1979. Specific humidity showed the 375

strongest decrease in Southwest North America, the Amazonian region, Southern South 376

America and the Sahel regions: a spatial pattern that is similar to RH pattern. Given the 377

evolution of air temperature between for 1979-2014, these regions exhibited a deficit of 378

water vapor on the order of -2 g/kg-1 in order to maintain RH constant.  379

380

3.2. Spatial patterns of the dependency between RH and climate variables  381

Based on the high agreement between the HadISDH and the ERA-Interim datasets in 382

reproducing consistent seasonal and annual trends in RH, weWe selected a range of 383

regions (N=14) worldwide (Figure 6Fig. 4). For these selected regions, we assessed the 384

connection between RH and some relevant climatic variables for the period 1979-2014. 385

In addition, we defined the oceanic and continental sources of moisture corresponding 386

to these regions using the FLEXPART model. We assessed the optimal lifetime for each 387

region: during 4 days in back for regions 1-5 and 7-11, during 5 days for regions 6, 12-388

13, and during 7 days for region 5 (see section 2.2). Figures. Figs. 7-9 show some 389
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examples of the dependency between RH and different climate variables at the annual 390

scale. Results for all regions at the seasonal and annual scales are presented in 391

supplementarySuppl. materials.  392

393

3.2.1. Western Sahel 394

Figure 7Fig. 5 (top) illustrates RH trends in the Western Sahel using the HadISDH and 395

ERA-Interim datasets. We also showed the distribution of the average annual moisture 396

sources (E-P in mm) over this region for 1979-2014. As illustrated, the atmospheric 397

moisture is mostly coming from the westernWestern Sahel region itself, in addition to 398

some oceanic sources located in the central eastern Atlantic Ocean. At the seasonal 399

scale, there are some differences in the location and the intensity of the moisture 400

sources, with more oceanic contribution during the boreal warm season. However, in 401

both cases, the continental moisture seems to be the key source of humidity in the 402

region (Suppl. Figures 21 and 35). In other areas, e.g. the Western European region 403

(Suppl. Figures 17 and 31), we observed marked differences in the location and the 404

intensity of humidity sources between the boreal cold and warm seasons. Figure 7Figs 405

23 and 37). Fig. 5 (central) shows different scatter plots summarizing the relationships 406

between the de-trended annual series of RH and those of relevant climate variables (e.g. 407

precipitation, air temperature and SST). As illustrated, theThe interannual variability of 408

RH in the region is correlated to changes in the total annual precipitation and the total 409

annual land evapotranspiration in the continental source region. Specifically, the 410

correlation between the de-trended annual RH and precipitation and land 411

evapotranspiration is generally above 0.8 (p < 0.05). In contrast, RH shows negative 412

correlations with air temperature and SST ratio over the oceanic source. While the 413

correlation is statistically insignificant (p>0.05), it suggests that higher differences 414
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between air temperature and SST reinforce lower annual RH. At the seasonal scale, we 415

found similar patterns (Supplementary Figs. 21 and 35), with RH being highly 416

correlated with land evapotranspiration during the boreal cold and warm seasons.Suppl. 417

Figs. 23 and 37). Nevertheless, in the warm season, a significant negative correlation 418

with air temperature and SST ratio was observed. This pattern concurs with the 419

significant increase in specific humidity (q) for 1979-2014; this is probably related to 420

the high increase in land evapotranspiration (19.5%, p < 0.05).  421

422

3.2.2. La Plata region 423

Figure 8Fig. 6 summarizes the corresponding results, but for the La Plata region (South 424

America). Results indicate a general decrease in RH at the annual and seasonal scales 425

using both the HadISDH observational data and the ERA-Interim dataset. As depicted, 426

the main humidity sources are located in the same region, combined with some other 427

continental neighbor areas over South America. A similar finding was also observed on 428

the seasonal scale (SupplementarySuppl. Figs. 2527 and 3941). Similar to the 429

WestWestern Sahel region, we found a significant association between the interannual 430

variations of RH and precipitation and the land evapotranspiration in the continental 431

source region. Similarly, we did not find any significant correlation between RH 432

changes and the interannual variability of the oceanic evaporation in the oceanic source 433

region as well as the ratio between air temperature in the continental target region and 434

SST in the oceanic source region. Again, we found a negative correlation between RH 435

and air temperature/SST ratio, though being statistically insignificant at the annual scale 436

(p>0.05). In the La Plata region, we noted a strong decrease in RH (-6.21%/decade) for 437

1979-2014, which agrees well with the strong decrease in absolute humidity. This 438
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region is strongly impacted by continental atmospheric moisture sources, with a general 439

decrease in precipitation and land evapotranspiration during the analyzed period. 440

441

3.2.3. Southwest North America 442

Results for Southwest North America are also illustrated in Figure 9Fig. 7. In 443

accordance with both previous studied examples (WestWestern Sahel and La Plata), this 444

region also exhibited a strong and positive relationship between the interannual 445

variability of RH and precipitation and land evapotranspiration. This pattern was also 446

recorded for the boreal warm and cold seasons (Supplementary Figures 28Suppl. Figs 447

30 and 4243). In this region, we found a strong negative trend of RH for 1979-2014, 448

which concurs with the significant decrease of absolute humidity. We noted a 449

significant increase in air temperature, air temperature and air temperature to SST ratio, 450

while a negative and statistically significant decrease in land evapotranspiration in the 451

continental sources of moisture was observed.  452

453

3.2.4. Other regions 454

Other regions of the world (see SupplementarySuppl. Material) also showed strong 455

dependency between the interannual variability of RH and that of land 456

evapotranspiration in the land moisture sources. Some examples include Western 457

Europe, Central-eastern Europe, Southeast Europe, Turkey, India and the east Sahel. 458

Nevertheless, the influence of land evapotranspiration was very different between the 459

boreal warm and cold seasons (e.g. Scandinavia, Central-East Europe and the 460

Amazonian region).Eastern Sahel. In contrast, other regions showed a weak correlation 461

between the temporal variability of RH and land evapotranspiration in the moisture 462

source region. A representative example is China, which witnessed a strong decrease in 463
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RH for 1979-2014. This might be explained largely by the fact that relative interannual 464

ET variations are just much weaker in China compared to other regions so that the 465

signal-to-noise ratio is worse in China. In this region, RH changes correlated 466

significantly with annual precipitation only: a variable that did not show significant 467

changes from 1979 to 2014 (Supplementary NeverthelessFig. 11). This annual pattern 468

was also observed for the boreal cold and warm seasons (Supplementary Figs. 23 and 469

37).  470

Nevertheless, although the interannual variability of land evapotranspiration in the land 471

moisture sources showed the highest correlation with RH variability in the majority of 472

the analyzed regions, air temperature/SST ratio in the oceanic moisture sources also 473

exhibited negative correlations with RH in particular regions, including WestWestern474

Sahel, La Plata, West Coast of the USA, Central-Eastern Europe, India, central North 475

America and the Amazonian region. This finding suggests that higher differences 476

between air temperature in the target area and SST in the oceanic moisture region would 477

favor decreased RH.  478

479

3.3. Land and ocean contribution to RH trends  480

It is well-recognized that establishingEstablishing a direct influence of land 481

evapotranspiration on RH is a challenging task, including also any attempt to directly 482

compare these influences with the possible contribution from oceanic evaporation and 483

moisture transport. This is primarily because, apart from very humid regions, the 484

increase in land evapotranspiration could be driven by increased precipitation, which is 485

accompanied by anomalous RH conditions. This dependency explains the correlation 486

found between precipitation and land evapotranspiration in some regions worldwide, 487

although there are considerable spatial and seasonal differences (Supplementary Figures 488
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45 to 47). (Suppl. Figs 47 to 49). In cold and humid regions, land evapotranspiration is 489

also related to the interannual variability of the AED (Supplementary Figures 48Suppl. 490

Figs 50 to 5052). Correspondingly, the magnitude of the oceanic evaporation may be 491

insufficient to explain RH anomalies in the target region. 492

Taken together, the transport of moisture to any target region is a fundamental process, 493

in which atmospheric circulation configurations can contribute significantly to RH 494

anomalies and their spatial variations. Hence, for better understanding of the possible 495

contribution of oceanic evaporation and land evapotranspiration to RH. Hence, we 496

assessed the contribution of land and ocean to precipitation, as represented by (E-P). It 497

may provide some clues on the possible connection between oceanic moisture and RH 498

variability. Figures 9 and 10 illustrate the relationship between the interannual 499

variability of RH in each target region and land-oceanic contribution to the annual 500

precipitation. . Overall, results reveal important differences among the analyzed regions, 501

with  statistically insignificant correlations found between the interannual variations of 502

RH in some regions and ocean and land contribution to precipitation. One example is 503

the positive and significant correlation found between the annual RH (Figs 8 and the 504

ocean E-P in regions 2 (Scandinavia), 5 (Western Sahel), 6 (India), 12 (West North 505

America) and 13 (Amazonia9). A similar pattern was observed at the seasonal scale, 506

albeit with greater contribution during the cold season, especially in the regions where 507

precipitation is mostly driven by western flows during this season (e.g. West of North 508

America, Western Europe and Scandinavia) (SupplementarySuppl. Figs 51. 53 to 5456). 509

On the other hand, the land contribution of land areas to precipitation in the analyzed 510

target regions is rather complex, with strong spatial differences. At the annual scale, a 511

positive and significant contribution to precipitation (E-P) is found in regions 3 512

(Central-East Europe), 6 (India), 7 (China), 9 (La Plata) and 11 (central US). Notably, a 513
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wide range of regions exhibit a positive and significant correlation between land (E-P) 514

and RH during the cold season, including Scandinavia, Central-East Europe, South-East 515

Europe and Turkey, Western Sahel, India, North-East Asia, La Plata, Central USA, 516

West North America and East Sahel. In contrast, during summertime, only regions 3 517

(Central-East Europe) and 9 (La Plata) show a significant correlation between land 518

contribution to precipitation (E-P) and annual RH. Given these noticeable spatial and 519

seasonal differences, our findings suggestThis suggests that there are no generalized 520

patterns in terms of the contribution of ocean and land to the interannual variability of 521

RH. This complexity makes it quite difficult to attribute RH trends between 1979 and 522

2014 at the global scale to a unique driver or process.. The FLEXPART model outputs 523

do not suggest consistent trends for ocean as well as land E-P. Irrespective of all these 524

limitations, we believe that it is still possible to assess with a degree of confidence the 525

evolution of land and ocean contribution (E-P) to precipitation of the target regions. 526

Figure 12, making difficult to attribute RH trends to a unique driver.  527

Fig. 10 illustrates the evolution of the land contribution (E-P) to precipitation in the 528

different target regions. We noted positive and significant changes in the region 2 529

(Scandinavia), 3 (Central-East Europe), 5 (Western Sahel) and 14 (Eastern Sahel). A 530

contradictory behavior is observed for region 9 (La Plata), with a statistically significant 531

downward trend in land contribution (E-P) to precipitation. At the seasonal scale, results 532

suggest considerable differences (Supplementary Figures 54Suppl. Figs. 57 and 5558), 533

with no clear positive or negative trends.  534

With respect to the different analysed variables, changesChanges in RH were more 535

associated with those of land evapotranspiration across the selected regions (Figure 536

13Fig. 11). In contrast, changes in annual RH did not correlate significantly with the 537

observed changes in precipitation, air temperature/SST and oceanic evaporation. The 538
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observed patterns were similar for both the warm and the cold season 539

(SupplementarySuppl. Figs. 5659 and 57). Indeed, these60). These positive and 540

significant correlations do not imply causation between these factors land 541

evapotranspiration and RH variations over space and time. . This is simply evident in 542

different regions worldwide, where there are strong seasonal and spatial differences in 543

the contribution of land evapotranspiration to RH. Nevertheless, these findings also 544

confirm thesuggest a role of land evapotranspiration in explaining the observed 545

variability of RH trends. Specifically, for many regions and at different temporal scales 546

(i.e. seasonal and annual), changes in land contribution to precipitation show 547

statistically significant positive correlation with changes in evapotranspiration and 548

precipitation (Supplementary Figure 58).Suppl. Fig. 61). Again, this correlation does 549

not imply a true causal relationship between RH variability and evapotranspiration, 550

given the strong coupling between many of these controlling variables (e.g. 551

precipitation, RH, and land evapotranspiration). This coupling is also spatially and 552

temporarily variable.  However, this goodThe agreement between changes in the land 553

contribution to precipitation and changes in land evapotranspiration emphasizes the role 554

of land evapotranspiration in explaining the complex spatial patterns of RH changes, In 555

, but also the fact that in many regions, land contribution (E-P) to precipitation is 556

evidently important, with  (contributions close to 50% or even higher, including the  557

Western Sahel (54%), Eastern Sahel (61%) and North East Asia (64%) 558

(SupplementarySuppl. Table 1). ), suggests the possible role of land evapotranspiration 559

in explaining the spatial patterns of RH changes. Nevertheless, there is some uncertainty 560

in this attribution since the good spatial agreement between RH, precipitation and land 561

evapotranspiration makes it difficult to accurately define the most dominant variable(s) 562

that control the temporal variability of RH (Suppl. Figs 62 - 64).563
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Nevertheless, there is some uncertainty in attributing RH changes to land 564

evapotranspiration. Figure 14 depicts the relationship between RH and land 565

evapotranspiration seasonally and annually at the global scale. Note that these are local 566

("pixel-by-pixel") correlations and the interpretation differs from the previous analysis 567

The complex spatialwhere RH in target regions is correlated with ET in corresponding 568

source regions. Results reveal strong positive and significant correlations in large areas 569

of the world. The strongest positive correlations were found in Central, West and 570

Southwest North America, Argentina, east Brazil, South Africa, the Sahel, central Asia 571

and the majority of Australia. Nevertheless, there are some exceptions, including large 572

areas of the Amazon, China, central Africa and the high latitudes of the Northern 573

Hemisphere, where the correlations were negative. In general, the areas with positive 574

and significant correlations between RH and land evapotranspiration corresponded to 575

those areas characterized by semiarid and arid climate characteristics, combined with 576

some humid areas (e.g. India and northwest North America). Nevertheless, at the global 577

scale, the correlation between RH and land evapotranspiration shows spatial patterns 578

consistent with those based on the correlation between RH and precipitation. , Similar 579

spatial patterns are found also for the correlation between precipitation and  580

evapotranspiration at both seasonal and annual scales (Supplementary Figures 59 and 581

60), This high agreement makes it difficult to accurately define the most dominant 582

variable (s), which control the temporal variability of RH, given the good spatial 583

agreement between RH and different variables (e.g. precipitation, land 584

evapotranspiration).  The complex spatial patterns of the observed trends for different 585

variables add another source of uncertainty to proper attribution of RH changes. Figure 586

15Fig. 12 illustrates the spatial distribution of the magnitude of change in annual and 587

seasonal land evapotranspiration at the global scale from 1979 to 2014. As depicted, the 588
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spatial patterns of land evapotranspiration changes resemble those of RH in some 589

regions (refer to Figure 2). For example, a positive trend in the annual land 590

evapotranspiration dominated overFig. 1), including -for example- the Canadian region, 591

which agrees well with the general increase in RH across the region. On the other hand, 592

there was a dominant decrease in the annual land evapotranspiration across vast areas of 593

North America, which concurs also with the strong decrease in RH. Similar to the 594

pattern observed for land evapotranspiration, RH increased particularly over southwest 595

North America. In South America, both variables also showed a dominant negative 596

trend at the annual scale, but with some spatial divergences, mainly in the Amazonian 597

region. Specifically, the western part of the basin showed the most important decrease 598

in land evapotranspiration, whereas the most significant decrease in RH was observed in 599

the eastern part. In the African continent, some areas showed good agreement between 600

RH , and land evapotranspiration changes, in terms of both the sign Western and 601

magnitude. This can be clearly seen in the West and EastEastern Sahel, where a strong 602

gradient in RH trend between the West (positive) and the East (negative) was observed..603

Nevertheless, other African regions showed a divergent pattern between both variables. 604

One example is  (e.g. the Guinea Gulf in Nigeria and Cameroon,), where we noted a 605

strong increase in land evapotranspiration, as opposed to RH changes. In Australia, 606

although both variables showed a dominant positive trend, they did not match exactly in 607

terms of the spatial pattern of the magnitude of change. The Eurasian continent showed 608

the main divergences between both variables. In the high latitudes of the continent, 609

there was a dominant increase in both variables. For other regions (e.g. For example, in 610

the Western Europe),, we noted a dominant RH decrease, which was not observed for 611

land evapotranspiration. A similar pattern was observed over east China, with a 612

dominant RH negative trend and a positive land evapotranspiration. Overall, the lack of 613
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significant spatial association between the magnitude of trends in RH and the magnitude 614

of trends in evapotranspiration can be seen in the context of the strong spatial diversity 615

of trends of these two variables at both annual and seasonal scales (Supplementary 616

Figure 61). Similar patterns are found also for the trends of RH and precipitation, and 617

the trends of precipitation and land evapotranspiration, although precipitation trends 618

show a very different pattern, in comparison to land evapotranspiration trends 619

(Supplementary Figure 62).  ResultsSuppl. Fig. 65). This complexity is similar to that 620

found for trends in precipitation (Suppl. Fig. 66). Thus, results suggest that while the 621

variability of precipitation, RH and land evapotranspiration show strong interannual 622

associations, their observed trends are completely decoupled over space. This high 623

spatial variability of trends at the global scale confirms that direct attribution of 624

observed RH changes to oceanic/land contributions is a challenge and quite a complex 625

task.   626

In relation to the influence of the ocean evaporation, our results confirm that the global 627

connection between oceanic evaporation and changes in RH is also complex. On one 628

hand, it is difficultalso quite to establish a pixel per pixel relationship since the sources 629

of moisture may strongly differ at the global scale. On the other handthis connection. In 630

particular, it is not feasible to identify the moisture sources and the ocean contribution 631

of the precipitation for each 0.5º land pixel at the global scale. However, we believe that 632

the analysis of the evolution of SST and oceanic evaporation for 1979-2014 and the 633

evolution of the oceanic contribution to precipitation can give indications on some 634

relevant patterns. Figure 16Fig. 13 illustrates the spatial distribution of the magnitude of 635

change of annual and seasonal SST and oceanic evaporation. SupplementarySuppl. Fig. 636

6367 shows the spatial distribution of trend significance. As depicted, complex spatial 637

patterns and high variability of the trends were observed, particularly for oceanic 638
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evaporation. Furthermore, the spatial distribution of the magnitude of change in annual 639

and seasonal oceanic evaporation was not related to the SST changes 640

(SupplementarySuppl. Fig. 68). Fig. 64). This finding suggests that oceanic evaporation 641

is not only driven by changes in SST. Thus, although some regions showed positive 642

changes in the oceanic evaporation, the amount of increase was much lower than that 643

found for SST, which suggests that only SST changes do not drive evaporation changes 644

(Supplementary Figure 65, SupplementarySuppl. Fig. 69, Suppl. Table 2).  645

646

4. Discussion 647

4.1. Relative Humidity trends 648

We assessed the temporal variability and trends of relative humidity (RH) at the global 649

scale using a dense observational network of meteorological stations (HadISDH) and 650

reanalysis data (ERA-Interim). Results revealed high agreement of the interannual 651

variability of RH using both datasets for 1979-2014. This finding was also confirmed, 652

even for the regions where the density of the HadISDH observatories was quite poor 653

(e.g. the northern latitudes and tropical and equatorial regions). Recent studies have 654

suggested dominant decrease in observed RH during the last decade (e.g. Simmons et 655

al., 2010; Willet et al., 2014). Our study suggests dominant negative trends of RH using 656

the HadISDH dataset. This decrease is mostly linked to the temporal evolution of RH 657

during the boreal warm season. Nevertheless, other regions showed positive RH trends. 658

In accordance with the HadISDH dataset, the ERA-Interim revealed dominant negative 659

RH trends, albeit with a lower percentage of the total land surface compared to the 660

HadISDH dataset. These differences cannot be attributed to the selected datasets, given 661

that both mostly agree on the magnitude and sign of changes in RH.   662
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Observed changes in RH were closely related to the magnitude and the spatial patterns 663

of specific humidity changes. Results demonstrate a general deficit of specific humidity 664

to maintain RH constant in large areas of the world, including the central and south 665

Northern America, the AmazonasAmazonia and La Plata basins in South America and 666

the EastEastern Sahel. In other regions, RH increased in accordance with higher specific 667

humidity. Some studies suggestedStudies suggest that changes in air temperature could 668

partly cancel the effects of the atmospheric humidity to explain RH changes (e.g. 669

McCarthy and Tuomi, 2004; Wright et al., 2010; Sherwood, 2010). Nevertheless, 670

although air temperature trends showed spatial differences at the global scale over the 671

past four decades (IPCC, 2013), our results confirmshow that air temperature is not the 672

main driver of the observed changes of RH globally. The ERA-Interim dataset clearly 673

showed There is a close resemblance between RHrelative and specific humidity trends 674

at the global scale. This suggests, suggesting that specific humidity is the main driver of 675

the observed changes in the magnitude and spatial pattern of RH during the past 676

decadestrends. 677

678

4.2. Contribution of continental areas to changes in RH 679

Overall, there is an agreement between the interannual variability of precipitation and,680

land evapotranspiration in the continental moisture source and the interannual 681

variability of RH in different regions. Nevertheless, considering gridded datasets at the 682

global scale, we found that this good agreement is restricted only to the arid and 683

semiarid regions. In humid regions, soil moisture is not a constrained variable; the 684

variability ofso land evapotranspiration variability is mostly driven by changes in the 685

AED (Stephenson, 1990). This makes it difficult to unravel the possible direct 686

contribution of land evapotranspiration to the variability of RH using statistical 687
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approaches and empirical information, particularly with the strong coupling among 688

these variables. Land evapotranspiration is closely related to precipitation variability in 689

arid and semiarid regions; increased land evapotranspiration thus tends to be caused 690

primarily by increased precipitation, which is accompanied by corresponding RH 691

anomalies. Also, RH may affect land evapotranspiration, both in arid and humid 692

regions, given its important contribution to the aerodynamic component of the AED 693

(Wang et al., 2012; Vicente-Serrano et al., 2014a). 694

Nevertheless, although the interannual variability of these three variables can be 695

stronglyare coupled in some regions, thetheir long-term trends in these variables may 696

strongly differ, as a consequence of changes in precipitation, increasing influence of 697

AED on land evapotranspirationthe AED, and also changes in land and atmospheric 698

contribution to RH and precipitation. The fourteen analyzed regions, in which 699

FLEXPART was applied, show a relevant continental contribution (E-P) to precipitation 700

in these areas. The average contribution is generally below 40% of the total 701

precipitation in some regions (e.g. Western Europe, Scandinavia or West North 702

America), whichbut exceeds 50% in specific regions (e.g. Sahel and East China).  703

Therefore, it is reasonable to consider that changes in the contribution of 704

continentscontinental areas to precipitation may affect land evapotranspiration processes 705

and ultimately affect RH variability in these continental areas. Thus, our results suggest 706

an influence of land-atmosphere water feedbacks and recycling processes on RH trends. 707

This is simply because more available soil humidity under favorable atmospheric and 708

land conditions would result in more evapotranspiration and accordingly higher air 709

moisture (Eltahir and Bras, 1996; Domínguez et al., 2006; Kunstmann and Jung, 2007). 710

Recalling that the ocean surface evaporatescontributes about 84% of the water 711

evaporated over the Earth (Oki, 2005), the oceanic evaporation is highly important for 712
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continental precipitation (Gimeno et al., 2010). However, the continental humidity 713

sources can be also more important than oceanic sources in some regions (e.g. the 714

Sahel) (Wei et al., 2016a). In this context, our results concur with previous works. For 715

example,  numerous model-based studies have supported an influence of land 716

evaporation processes on air humidity and precipitation over land surfaces (e.g. 717

Bosilovich and Chern, 2006; Dirmeyer et al., 2009; Goessling and Reick, 2011). 718

Moisture recycling is strongly important in some regions of the world, such as China 719

and central Asia, the western part of Africa and the central South America (Pfahl et al., 720

2014; van der Ent et al., 2010).  721

, and in general in semi-arid and desert areas worldwide (Miralles et al., 2016). All these 722

studies assessed the role of continental evapotranspiration on average precipitation 723

conditions, with few studies focusing on the possible impacts of changes in soil 724

moisture/evapotranspiration on RH. In Europe, Rowell and Jones (2006) analyzed 725

different hypotheses to explain the projected summer drying conditions in Europe, 726

suggesting that soil moisture decline and land–sea contrast in lower tropospheric 727

summer could be the key factors responsible for this drying. They concluded for future 728

climate scenarios that reduced evaporation in summer will drop RH and hence reduced 729

continental rainfall. These would impact soil moisture and evapotranspiration processes, 730

inducing a reduction in RH and rainfall, through a range of atmospheric feedbacks. In 731

the same context, the importance of moisture recycling processes for atmospheric 732

humidity and precipitation has been recently identified in semi-arid and desert areas of 733

the world (Miralles et al., 2016).734

Although our study was limited to specific regions across the world, results indicate that 735

humidity in the analyzed regions is substantially originated over continents. This 736

finding concurs with some regional studies that defined sources of moisture (e.g. Nieto 737
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et al., 2014; Gimeno et al., 2010; Drumond et al., 2014; Ciric et al., 2016). Overall, the 738

spatial differences in the possible attribution of the observed changes in RH to changes 739

in land evapotranspiration are important. Nevertheless, in some regions where RH is 740

strongly correlated with land evapotranspiration, there is a significant correlation 741

between land contributions to RH, suggestingour results suggest a robust contribution of 742

land processes to the interannual variability of RH in these regions.. A representative 743

example is the La Plata region, where a strong decrease (-6.6% from 1979 to 2014) in 744

RH is suggested by both observations and reanalysis datasets. ERA-Interim. This region 745

did not exhibit a significant trend in precipitation, but conversely there is a significant 746

decrease in absolute humidity and land evapotranspiration. In the La Plata region, the 747

oceanic evaporation in the source region has shown a significant increase (6.33%) since 748

1979. However, this increase seems to be insufficient to favor an increase in RH values. 749

Herein, although the average oceanic contribution (E-P) to precipitation is slightly 750

higher (54%), compared to the continental contribution (46%), the interannual 751

variability of RH is positively correlated with the interannual variability of land E-P 752

rather than oceanic E-P. Moreover, this region exhibited a significant decrease in land 753

contribution to precipitation between 1979 and 2014. 754

On the contrary, in other regions likeIn the Western US, the large decrease in RH (-755

6.2%) corresponded to a large decrease in the absolute humidity (-0.58 g/kg). However, 756

it is difficult to attribute this associationpattern to changes in land evapotranspiration, 757

given the low (37%) continental contribution to precipitation in these regions. 758

Moreover, . Wei et al. (2016b) indicatedshowed that the transport of atmospheric 759

moisture from the Pacific is the main contributor to the interannual variability of 760

precipitation in the region. In this sense, we found a strong relationship between the 761

interannual variability of RH in this region and the oceanic E-P, albeit with insignificant 762
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trends in the oceanic and continental contribution (E-P) to precipitation in the region. 763

Here, in the absence of significant changes in oceanic evaporation and contribution to 764

precipitation, it could beis reasonable to consider that the decrease in absolute humidity 765

is linked to the atmospheric circulation that control moisture transport in the region 766

(Wei et al., 2016b). The ) but also the decrease in RH could be also due to the positive 767

and significantfavored by the trend toward higher differences between air temperature 768

in the land target region and the oceanic temperatureSST in the source region.  769

Therefore, the relationships between RH, land evapotranspiration variability and 770

changes in the contribution of continental areas to air moisture and precipitation in the 771

target regions can be extremely complex. Similarly, the relationships between RH and 772

land evapotranspiration are rather complex and cannot be easily interpreted. 773

Nonetheless, albeit with the strong uncertainty existing at the global scale, it is 774

reasonable to consider that strong changes in soil moisture budget, combined with land 775

evapotranspiration, could impact somehow the complexobserved RH trends observed at 776

the global scale. In the same context, there is strong evidence that low levels of soil 777

moisture and land evapotranspiration are usually accompanied by a reinforcement of 778

low RH, particularly during drought episodes. Under these circumstances, the 779

suppression of the latent heat flows from the soil to the atmosphere would enhance soil 780

and vegetation warming and sensible heat, inducing air temperature rise. Also, the lack 781

of supply of water vapor to the atmosphere favors the decrease of RH and the 782

reinforcement of severity of heat waves (Hirschi et al., 2011). Seneviratne et al. (2002) 783

showed that vegetation control on transpiration might contribute significantly to 784

enhancement of summer drying, particularly when soil water is limited. Other studies 785

confirmed this finding for other regions worldwide, employing both observational data 786

(e.g. Hisrchi et al., 2011) and model outputs (e.g. Seneviratne et al., 2006; Fischer et al., 787
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2007). Our study suggests good spatial agreement between changes in RH and those of 788

continental contribution to precipitation as well as land evapotranspiration during 789

summertime. Although this finding is markedly evident for all the analyzed regions, it 790

should be seen with caution. This is mainly because physical processes driven soil 791

moisture are more active during the warm season (Vautard et al., 2007 and 2013; 792

Miralles et al., 2014), which adds difficulty to establish full causality between RH and 793

other driving forces during this season. 794

795

4.2. Contribution of oceans to changes in RH 796

This study demonstratesWe indicated strong differences among the fourteen 797

analysedanalyzed regions in terms of the contribution of Oceanic water bodies to RH 798

variability. In some regions (e.g. Western North America, India, Scandinavia and the 799

Amazonian), the interannual variability of RH is closely related to oceanic E-P, 800

indicating that changes in oceanic evaporation, combined with the processes of 801

atmospheric moisture transport to target regions, play a main role in explaining changes 802

in RH. It is well-recognized that t moistureMoisture advection is the main driver of 803

precipitation variability in the majority of world regions (Trenberth, 1999; Wei et al., 804

2016a). Nevertheless, there is some uncertainty in recent trends of moisture advections 805

from oceanic areas (Zhan and Allan, 2013). As such, it is difficult to determine -in 806

general terms- whether the strong complexity of RH changes identified at the global 807

scale areis driven by changes in moisture advections from oceanic areas. Nevertheless,, 808

given that - in the context of changing climate,- SST, oceanic evaporation, and oceanic 809

contribution to precipitation in the target regions can jointly account for the possible 810

influence of oceans on RH variability in some regions.  811
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Different modelled climate studies suggested strong differences between land and ocean 812

RH trends, as a consequence of the different warming rates between oceanic and 813

continental areas (e.g. Joshi et al., 2008; Dessler and Sherwood, 2009; O’Gorman and 814

Muller, 2010). As the warming rates are generally slower over oceans, the specific 815

humidity of air advected from oceans to continents would increase more slowly than the 816

saturation specific humidity over land, causing a reduction in RH (Rowell and Jones 817

2006). Due to this effect, RH will not remain constant in areas located very far from 818

humidity sources, as warmer air temperatures under limited moisture humidity would 819

reduce RH (Pierce et al., 2013). This physical process could explain the recentobserved 820

RH trends of RH in some regions (e.g. Amazonia),, where around 68% of the average 821

atmospheric moisture originates over oceanic sources. Moreover,). In this region RH is 822

correlated with the oceanic E-P, although there areis no changeschange in the oceanic 823

contribution to precipitation from 1979 to 2014. In AmazoniaMoreover, RH strongly 824

decreased at the annual scale (-7.7%), as a consequence of thea decrease (-0.56 g/kg) in 825

the absolute humidity, (-0.56 g/kg), accompanied by an increase (1.09ºC) in air 826

temperature. (1.09ºC). While SST in the oceanic source region slightly increased by 827

0.33ºC, other variables (i.e. oceanic evaporation,  precipitation and land 828

evapotranspiration) did not t exhibit significant changes. Herein, we believe that the 829

mechanisms proposed by Sherwood and Fu (2014) to explain decreased RH are 830

applicable to our study. They attributed RH decrease to sub-saturated oceanic moisture 831

supply, which compensates a strong air temperature increase. In this study, this 832

mechanism is also capable of explaining RH variability, given that the difference in 833

warming rates between SST in the oceanic moisture source region and air temperature 834

of the Amazonia is increasing. This feature is also supported by the significant 835

correlation found between the interannual variability of RH and the ratio between air 836
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temperature and SST.  Again, this explanation does not guarantee full causality between 837

RH variability and oceanic moisture in the source regions. .over land and SST. A 838

similar pattern is found for the Eastern Sahel, a region in which continental recycling is 839

particularly important (Wei et al., 2016a). This region witnessed a strong decrease in 840

RH, but not compensated by increased precipitation. Although there is no significant 841

correlation between RH and the ratio between air temperature and SST, the latter 842

variable shows a significant increase. This could reinforce the drying effect of the 843

suggested trend toward a lower moisture supply from the oceanic source, especially 844

with the significant negative trend in oceanic contribution to precipitation in this region. 845

In other regions, there are no coherent empirical relationships that confirm the impact of 846

oceanic moisture supply processes on RH changes. Recalling the observed negative RH 847

trend at many coastal regions over the period 1979-2014, this study confirms that the 848

distance to oceanic humidity sources is not a key controller of the spatial patterns of RH 849

changes. In many instances, we found that continental regions, which are very far from 850

oceans (e.g. Canada, central China and Kazakhstan), recorded a positive RH trend. A 851

possible explanation of these contrasting findings could be related to the low differences 852

in the warming rates between the oceanic sources and the majority of the continental 853

target areas. We found that -in most of the cases- these differences were not strong 854

enough to generate a clear effect at the global scale, particularly with the available 855

number of observations. In specific regions (e.g. Amazonia, East Sahel, Western North 856

America), there is a a positive trend in the difference between air temperature and SST 857

temperature in the source region. These processes could be the most reasonable physical 858

explanation of the strong observed RH trends. 859

Although oceanic evaporation is decisive on moisture supply to continental regions 860

(Gimeno et al., 2010), several processes, which are not considered in this study, may 861
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strongly affect RH and precipitation in continental areas. Under a generalized increase 862

of SST at the global scale (e.g. Rayner et al., 2003; Deser et al., 2010), a higher 863

moisture supply to the atmosphere and a strong decrease in RH can be expected in 864

different regions. Some of these regions (e.g. Amazonia and Western North America) 865

show an average high moisture supply from oceanic areas. On one hand, a global 866

warming signal does not necessarily imply above-normal oceanic evaporation. . Here, 867

we indicated that oceanic evaporation trends for 1979-2014 showed strong spatial 868

variability at the global scale, with dominant positive trends. Nevertheless, large areas 869

also exhibited insignificant trends and even negative evaporation trends. While SST 870

increase is mainly associated with radiative processes, evaporation processes are mainly 871

controlled by a wide range of meteorological variables that impact the aerodynamic and 872

radiative components of the atmospheric evaporative demand (AED) rather than SST 873

alone (McVicar et al., 2012b). This is consistent with the finding that global mean 874

precipitation or evaporation does not scale with Clausius–Clapeyron (Held and Soden 875

2006). Due to the unlimited water availability over oceans, air vapor pressure deficit is 876

expected to be driven by the Clausius-Clapeyron relation. HoweverThus, changes in 877

solar radiation and wind speed can also influence the evaporation evolution (Yu, 2007; 878

Kanemaru and Masunaga, 2013). 879

Due to the unlimited water availability over oceans, air vapor pressure deficit would be 880

expected to be driven by the Clausius-Clapeyron relation. Nevertheless, the observed 881

evolution indicates that the global mean precipitation/evaporation is not scaled by the 882

Clausius–Clapeyron relation (Held and Soden 2006). As such, given the slow oceanic 883

evaporation trends in large regions of the world, RH trends in some of the analyzed 884

regions could be seen in the context of a lower water supply to maintain RH constant, 885

particularly with air temperature rise.   886
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Herein, we have not considered possible changes in other variables that could explain 887

the lowweak relationship between RH, oceanic evaporation and oceanic moisture 888

contribution. Among these variables, we have not considered –forFor example- the role 889

of the “effectivity” of the oceanic moisture (Gimeno et al., 2012). This variables is of 890

particular importance, because oceanic evaporation might not reach the target region, 891

due to some geographical constraints (e.g. topography). Another relevant variable is, the 892

transport mechanisms between the source and target regions, which  is aare key 893

variablevariables in some regions like the Western North America (Wei et al., 2016b). 894

Moreover, moisture source regions are not stationary, as the intensity of humidity can 895

vary greatly from one year to another (Gimeno et al., 2013). This aspect could be 896

another source of uncertainty in the explanatory factors of current RH trends. 897

Furthermore, other different factors that control atmospheric humidity and RH have not 898

been approached in this study. Sherwood (1996) indicated that RH distributions are 899

strongly controlled by dynamical fields rather than local air temperatures. This suggests 900

that atmospheric circulation processes could largely affect the temporal variability and 901

trends of RH. A range of studies indicates noticeable RH changes in RH, in response to 902

low-frequency atmospheric oscillations, such as the Atlantic Multidecadal Oscillation 903

(AMO) and El Niño-Southern Oscillation (e.g. McCarthy and Toumi, 2004; Zhang et 904

al., 2013), regional circulation (Wei et al., 2016a and 2016b), as well as changes in the 905

Hadley Cell (HC) (Hu and Fu, 2007). Wright et al. (2010) employed a global climate 906

model under double CO2 concentrations to show that tropical and subtropical RH is 907

largely dependent on a poleward expansion of the Hadley cell: a deepening of the height 908

of convective detrainment, a poleward shift of the extratropical jets, and an increase in 909

the height of the tropopause. Also, Laua and Kim (2015) assessed changes in the HC 910

under CO2 warming from the Coupled Model Intercomparison Project Phase-5 (CMIP5 911
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model projections. They suggest that strengthening of the HC induces atmospheric 912

moisture divergence and reduces tropospheric RH in the tropics and subtropics. This; 913

this spatial pattern resembles the mainthose areas showing, with negative RH trends in 914

RH in Northern as well as Southern hemisphere. , as described in this study.915

916

5. Conclusions 917

This study analysedanalyzed relative humidity (RH) trends at the global scales using 918

observations and ERA-40 data. It extended further to link RH trends with a range of 919

variables, which can give indications on the possible oceanic and continental 920

contribution to RH trends. As opposed to the widely-accepted constant RH scenario  921

under global warming, ourOur results suggest significant RH trends over many regions 922

worldwide, but including: There are positive trends in RH over specific regions (e.g. 923

high latitudes of the North Hemisphere, Northern South America, India, West Sahel), 924

which is in contrast to the and a generally dominant negative trend at the global scale. 925

This decrease is mostly linked to the temporal evolution of RH during the boreal warm 926

season. 927

There is aThe strong diversity in the observed RH trends, highlighting highlights the 928

complex and divergent role of different physical processes and drivers, including both 929

dynamic and thermodynamic processescomponents. In general the supply of specific 930

humidity is a main source of the observed RH trends since there is a high agreement 931

between RH and specific humidity trends at the global scale, suggesting that moisture 932

deficit contributes to RH variability, in opposition to atmospheric warming.. This 933

finding suggests that the evolution of specific humidity in vast areas of the world has 934

not provided the necessary humidity to maintain RH constant according to the observed 935

warming trends. This feature is important, given its implications in terms of 936

Con formato: Fuente: Sin Negrita
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atmospheric evaporative demand and aridity conditions under the current climate 937

change scenario.938

This study also analyzed the possible contribution of continental and oceanic moisture 939

supply to explaining the magnitude and spatial patterns of RH trends. For this purpose, 940

fourteen regions were defined and the contribution of continental and oceanic sources to 941

RH in these regions was assessed using a Lagrangianlagrangian scheme. Results 942

indicate that no single physical mechanism can be responsible for the observed trends in 943

RH at the global scale. Globally, there are Our findings stress that two well-recognized 944

hypotheses for explaining the possible decrease in RH under a global warming scenario: 945

(i) the land water supply by means evapotranspiration processes, and (ii) the insufficient 946

oceanic moisture supply to maintain continental RH constant under different warming 947

rates between continental and oceanic regions. Our findings stress that these two 948

hypotheses, could act together to explain recent RH trends. However, although it is 949

quite difficult to establish a direct causality between RH and different underlying 950

processes and driven variables using different empirical sources, the observed decrease 951

inof RH in some regions (e.g. the La Plata) can be linked to the lower water supply from 952

land evapotranspiration. In other regions, the empirical relationships suggest dynamic 953

and thermodynamic mechanisms related to moisture supply from oceanic source regions 954

(e.g. Amazonia and Western North America). Taken together, these physical 955

mechanisms could coexist in some analyzed regions, given the strong relationship found 956

between precipitation, RH and land evapotranspiration. This strong coupling among 957

these variables makes it difficult to establish a direct physical attribution of RH 958

variability.959

Overall, this study confirms the strong complexity of determining a general physical 960

process that may explain the complex spatial patterns of RH trends, particularly at the 961
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global scale. As such, further research is still needed to unravel the complex physical 962

factors driving the dominant RH negative trends over large continental regions. The 963

availability of long-term historical and reanalysisreanalyses data and the advancement 964

of modelling approaches is an assetare potential assets in any future research to explore 965

whether the land and oceanic processes drive the observed RH trends966

Understanding. This is important, given that understanding current RH is relevant in 967

hydroclimatic research, due to its impacts on atmospheric evaporative demand, crop 968

development and yield, forest fire risk, bioclimatic comfort, besides other hydrological 969

processes. This study provides the first comprehensive analysis of RH at the global 970

scale based on empirical information, comprising state-of-the art modelling approaches 971

and forcing scenarios. 972
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1252

Figure 1. Annual and seasonal averages of RH and Vertically Integrated Moisture Flux 1253
(VIMF) based on ERA-Interim dataset. 1254
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Figure 2.  1256
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Fig. 1. Spatial distribution of the magnitude of change of RH (% per decade) over the period 1979-2014 from HadISDH (left) and ERA-Interim 
datasetdatasets (right). Results are provided for the boreal cold (October-March) and warm (April-September) seasons and annually. 
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Figure 3Fig. 2: Relative frequencies (%) of the RH magnitude of change in the 
HadISDH and ERA-Interim datasets. Color bar plots represent the percentage of 
stations (from HadISDH) and world regions (from ERA-Interim) with positive 
andstatistically significant (positive trends at p < 0.05) trends (blue), positive 

statistically insignificant positive trends (cyan), negative statistically insignificant 
negative trends (orange) and negative andstatistically significant negative trends (red).
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Figure 4: Scatterplots showing the global relationship between the magnitude of change 
in RH with HadISDH stations and ERA-Interim dataset at the seasonal and annual 

scales. Colors represent the density of points, with red color showing the highest density 
of points.
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Figure 5Fig. 3: Spatial distribution of the seasonal and annual magnitudes of change in specific humidity (g/kg-1) (left) and the deficit/surplus of 
specific humidity to maintain the RH constant withat the levels of 1979 according to the land air temperature evolution (from the CRU TS v.3.23 

dataset) for 1979-2014.
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Figure 6: DistributionFig. 4: Spatial distribution of the selected 14 world regions, withbased on the high consistency in RH trends between the 
HadISDH and the ERA-Interim datasets. These regions were selected for the identification of the oceanic and land humidity sources by means of 

the FLEXPART scheme.
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Figure 7Fig. 5: Top left: Annual RH humidity trends in the WestWestern Sahel (region 
6), Top right: average (E-P)>0 at the annual scale to identify the main humidity sources 
in the region (mm. year-1). Center: RelationshipRelationships between the de-trended 

annual RH and the de-trended annual variables for 1979-2014. Bottom: Annual 
evolution of the different variables corresponding to the WestWestern Sahel region. The 
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magnitude of change and their corresponding statistical significance of the trend isare
indicated for each variable. 

Figure 8Fig. 6: The same as Fig. 75, but for the La Plata (region 9). 
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Figure 9Fig. 7: The same as Fig. 75, but for the West Northof Northern America (region 
12). 
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Figure 10: RelationshipFig. 8: Relationships between the annual oceanoceanic
contribution to annual precipitation (E-P) and the annual RH in the target regions. 
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Figure 11: RelationshipFig. 9: Relationships between the annual land contribution to 
annual precipitation (E-P) and the annual RH in the target regions. 
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Figure 12Fig. 10: Evolution of the land contribution (%) to annual precipitation (%) in 
the different target regions 
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Figure 13: RelationshipFig. 11: Relationships between the average annual 
magnitudemagnitudes of change in RH identified infor each one of the 14 analyzed 
regions and the annual magnitudemagnitudes of change in precipitation, the ratio 
between air temperature/SST, oceanic evaporation and land evapotranspiration. 
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Figure 14: Spatial distribution of the Pearson’s r correlations between the detrended RH 
and land evapotranspiration series at the annual and seasonal time scales. The statistical 

significance of the correlations is also shown. 
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Figure 15Fig. 12: Spatial distribution of the magnitude of change in the annual and seasonal land evapotranspiration (1979-2014) and their 
corresponding statistical significance of trends. 
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Figure 16Fig. 13: Annual and seasonal magnitude of change of SST and OAFLUX oceanic evaporation for 1979-2014. 


